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ABSTRACT
The Testament of Sherlock Holmes and Sherlock Holmes versus Jack the Ripper are two
videogames based on the Sherlock Holmes stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. This paper
aims to argue whether they can be considered as intermedial continuations of the original
Sherlock Holmes stories by focusing on videogames’s medium-specific qualities to narrate a
story and the translation of the original story into these qualities.
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Sherlock Holmes is a character prominent in contemporary Western society. The release of
the newest Sherlock Holmes movie starring Robert Downey Jr. as Holmes and Jude Law as
Watson came to the silver screen in 2011 (Ritchie), and, in fact, just with the mention of their
last names people know who they are. The detective has not only appeared in many different
media forms, such as novel adaptations, comic adaptations, film adaptations, TV adaptations,
etcetera, but is also considered to be a prominent figure in videogames. This being said, the
medium of videogames appears to have not yet breached the scholarly discussion fully. Critic
James Newman argues that this is mostly because videogames have been considered equal to
children’s literature, and overall trivial in this society (Newman qtd. in Persuasive Games
vii). However, Ian Bogost points out that nowadays much children’s literature has been
included in the study of literature, and that therefore there is no real reason why videogames
should not be included in academic discussions (Persuasive Games vii). Especially when
videogames are adaptations of literary works, they should be studied just like other
adaptations. The recent Sherlock Holmes adaptation into videogames, especially focusing on
The Testament of Sherlock Holmes and Sherlock Holmes versus Jack the Ripper, published by
Frogwares, can be considered a suitable continuation of Sherlock Holmes as established by
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. First of all, videogames, and especially those like Sherlock
Holmes’s, have been argued to have a distinct narrative engine, and their narrativity can be
studied according to the storyline as well as the gameplay1. Both games have distinct aspects
of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes not just in their text, but also in their visual and
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Although I brief over this in the third paragraph, perhaps it is important to give a straight definition of what
gameplay exactly entails. Gameplay is defined as the dynamics rising from the interplay between systems and
layout in games and the player’s interaction with it (Laramée 70).
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spatial aspects, and their interactivity and gameplay. As they are both intermedial2 adaptations
of the original Sherlock Holmes texts by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, they struggle with
adherence to the original text; however, both games include additional aspects mostly in
narrativity, interactivity and gameplay, which make their stories more immersive than the
original texts. It can thus be said that these videogames not just properly adhere to the original
narratives, but their medium-specific qualities also add to the story. This is due to the fact that
Sherlock Holmes is not solely one narrative, but many longer and shorter stories together,
these adaptations can be a well continuation of these stories in a different medium.
However, because videogames are a relatively new medium, it is important to explain
how to approach a videogame that is an adaptation of a literary work. When approaching a
work of literature, close-reading can be applied, but this is different with videogames.
Videogame critics Jim Bizzocchi and Joshua Tanenbaum argue that “[i]nteractive digital
media in general, and digital games in particular, are challenging to read due to their
indeterminate and shifting natures, their size, and the inherent difficulties of engaging with the
medium which are built into them” (Bizocchi and Tanenbaum 6) thus, it is important to focus
on the medium-specific qualities of the medium. The close-reading of videogames has been
argued to consist out of two major parts: the experience of the gamer, and the objective
observation. The problem is that an experience is different for each gamer. The solution is to
pretend to be a subject playing the game for the first time, who has no experience with the
original text (1). As this is an analysis based on the text to videogame adaptation, the
observational approach that focuses on the translation from text to videogames is central, but
the un-knowing subject will also be found in small parts of the investigation. In order not to
be overwhelmed by many different scopes of interpretation, I limited my analytical lens to
how the novels are translated into the videogame, thus focusing mostly on distinct aspects
2

Maddalena Pennacchia Punzi defines intermediality as a “work being continually translated from one medium
to another, thus acquiring a plurality of identities” (Punzi 10). Literary intermediality is defined as a specific
literary message that is transmitted through different forms of media (9).
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from Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes and investigating how they appear in the
videogames, and how the videogames can actually add something to the original narrative.
First of all, many critics have argued that videogames have a distinct narrative engine,
which can be studied according to the storyline of the game, or its gameplay. As narrativity is
something which is usually considered to be inherent to literature, this aspect is something
that makes videogames capable of being a proper adaptation medium. The term narratology,
here, is used “to describe [research that] focuses on narrative in any medium, including film,
literature or videogames” (Frasca 93). Since videogames are argued to be a medium still in
the first phases of its development (Unit Operations x), there is much debate on how they
work. The biggest debate surrounding the study of videogames is whether they should be
studied according to the narratological or ludological view. The ludological view entails that
games should be studied according to their game structure (Frasca 91). Ludologist Espen
Aarseth argues in Cybertext that “to claim there is no difference between games
and narratives is to ignore essential qualities of both categories” (Aarseth 5), and that
videogames should be studied according to the intangible and procedural systems they depict.
However, the narratological view entails that games are novel forms of narrative and can
therefore be studied with narrative theories. Jesper Juul, who has been working with
developing game theory since the 1990s, argued that “games and narratives share common
properties: we use narratives to make sense of experiences, and games have embedded stories
and backstories that are undeniably narrative” (Juul qtd. in Unit Operations 67). Moreover,
critics have argued that “video games are just another medium that we can utilize in the same
way by identifying characters, plot, and genre” (Easterwood and Wesson 24). Janet Murray
argues in Hamlet on the Holodeck that computers offer a new kind of storytelling by being
procedural, participatory, spatial and encyclopedic. However, game designer and researcher
of serious and political videogames, Gonzalo Frasca, argues that the narratology versus
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ludology debate is a big misunderstanding, and that “the idea that ludologists want to discard
narrative from game studies seems to be totally inaccurate” (Frasca 95). Narrativists claim
instead that a harmony between story and simulation is the best way to understand
videogames. This appears to be right when looking closer at Murray’s description of
narrativity in videogames. Although Murray argues that computers are another way of
storytelling, she does not exclude the system with which they work, but simply claims that the
medium can be of use for storytelling. Murray says that video games, in particular, are
procedural in the sense that they adhere to a certain set of rules, and participatory in the sense
that people can engage in telling the computer what to do. By being participatory and
procedural at the same time, videogames become interactive. In order to explain her theory,
Murray uses the first completely computer-based character ELIZA3, an experiment in natural
language processing that “carried on a conversation by replying to typed-in statements with
printed words” (Murray 69), and Multi-User Dungeon (MUD) Zork4. She describes how
people interacted with ELIZA to say that a “computer can be a compelling medium for
storytelling if we can write rules for it that are recognizable as an interpretation of the world”
(73). In addition, she argued that both ELIZA and the MUD environment, where players’s
commands allowed them to command a character to walk through a text-based environment,
conclude that “procedural environments are appealing to us not just because they exhibit rulegenerated behavior but because we can induce the behavior” (74). Researchers on gameplay J.
Yellowlees Douglas and Andrew Hargadon agree that “[t]he pleasure of immersion in
interactives stems from our ability to take guided action and see the outcomes from our choice
of one or more scripts within a single schema” (Hargadon and Douglas 160). Furthermore,
3

ELIZA was a program that used a kind of “teletype device” that was connected to one of the first computer
networks. Her “persona” was a kind of Rogerian therapist, who does not offer interpretation to the patient’s
concerns, but simply echoes them back. Murray argues that she also “displayed a narrowly Freudian interest in
topics like sex and the family” (Murray 69).
4
A MUD is a computer-based story that mimics the traditional Role Playing Games on pen and paper where the
computer plays the role of the dungeon master by providing “an invisible landscape that serves as the game
board and by reporting to players on the effects of their actions” (74). Players move through this world with text
commands such as north, south, east, west, up and down.
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she argues that the dramatic power of navigation through the concrete, objective reality within
Zork, constitutes that “[t]he computer screen is displaying a story that is also a place” (82).
Her last point is that videogames are encyclopedic because the internet makes them so
widespread; thus, it allows for an infinite amount of information to build stories on. Murray
does not seem to be excluding the ludologist view from her book, but simply focuses on how
computers can use their systems as a narrative engine. In the case of Sherlock Holmes, the
best way to understand the adaptation is to discover the narrative in the gameplay, as well as
in the story. The narrativity of videogames is evident in both The Testament of Sherlock
Holmes and Sherlock Holmes versus Jack the Ripper, in their storylines, their spatiality, and
their interactivity and gameplay. The narrative of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, and the typical
literary aspects that make a Sherlock Holmes story, appear to be properly translated to the
videogames, and in addition, the spatiality and interactivity aspects of the game, make it a
more immersive story than the original.
Both videogames, The Testament of Sherlock Holmes and Sherlock Holmes versus
Jack the Ripper5, show distinct qualities of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle translated into their
virtual worlds. They show in particular how Doyle’s narrative techniques are translated into
the videogames. In both the adaptations, the video game creators decided not to make an
adaptation of an existing story, but to create a new story on the basis of Sherlock Holmes
stories. Therefore, their faithfulness to the original narratives can mostly be found in the
aspects that are recurrent in the works of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. On the whole, Doyle has a
writing style that draws the reader into the story by creating suspense. The reader becomes
very interested in the mystery Sherlock Holmes and John Watson are investigating and
becomes active by trying to figure out the solution while reading. The reader keeps on reading
because the mystery needs to be solved. These goal-oriented stories are very suitable to make
5

The Testament of Sherlock Holmes will from here onwards be referred to as Testament and Sherlock Holmes
versus Jack the Ripper will be referred to as Versus in order to save space.
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into a video game, as video games often have a very clear goal (Unit Operations 68). Both
Sherlock Holmes games are puzzle games that “engage players’ problem-solving skills and
require them to think their way out of puzzles and snares. [This] require[s] a great deal of
mental engagement and creativity on the part of gamers” (Easterwood and Wesson 24). The
games are not an active chase of criminals, but rather have a relaxed atmosphere where the
player has all the time to investigate. This echoes Doyle’s calm writing style which makes the
novel’s characters relaxed and immersed. Especially the character of Sherlock Holmes has
been argued to be this calm as “[Watson] was amazed at the calm way in which [Holmes]
rippled on” (Study in Scarlet 15). In the videogames the player plays Sherlock Holmes, but at
times also John Watson. Although Doyle writes most of his stories from Watson’s
perspective6, this extra insight into the activities of Holmes allows the player to understand
how Holmes exactly works. Instead of hearing afterwards what Holmes saw and calculated,
like in the novels, the player actually gets to make these calculations. Just like in the novel,
the game has a kind of correct path that lead the player into one preferred direction by only
investigating those things important to the story. In the stories, Doyle explains Holmes’s
theory about the brain and incorporates this into the novel by focusing the story on the aspects
that are important to the plot. For example, in ‘The Red-Headed League’, there is a distinct
emphasis on Jabez Wilson’s red hair but no word regarding his mental state, while in A Study
in Scarlet, there is much emphasis on the mental state of Madame Charpentier and her
daughter, because they are hiding something that would advance the plot, but none
whatsoever on their general appearance such as hair or dress. In A Study in Scarlet, Holmes
explains to Watson that “a man’s brain originally is like a little empty attic, and you have to
stock it with such furniture as you choose” (11). The creators of the videogames applied the

6

With the exception of ‘The Adventure of the Blanched Soldier’ and ‘The Adventure of the Lion’s Mane’,
which are narrated by Sherlock Holmes, and ‘The Adventure of the Mazarin Stone’ and ‘His Last Bow’ are
written in third person perspective, and A Study in Scarlet and The Valley of Fear contain some longer passages
written in omniscient narration as well.
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practical method in their gameplay as well. If the player of the videogames investigates an
object unimportant to the case or intends to go into a direction that is of little importance to
the story, Holmes is likely to say “I have no use for this” or “I have no reason to go that way”
(Testament; Versus). Holmes’s driven mind is what aids the player to collect the right clues
and take the correct path. In addition to this, the videogames have the same character
definition as they have in the novels. The characters are not defined in-depth, but only in their
relation to the advancement of the plot. The plot, in this sense, is the solving of the crime.
While in the novels, these descriptions are either thought by Watson, or later on explained by
Holmes, the same goes for the video games. Whenever a character is spotted, there is either a
brief moment where the character supposedly does not hear Watson and Holmes, or they
discuss his description after the character has left. The gameplay thus honors the narration by
making the characters act as if they are in actual situations like they are in the novels, having
the player actually participate in the story. The stories of Sherlock Holmes also require the
reader to read certain passages, letters, etcetera, that are important to the plot. In the
videogame the use of newspaper articles, documents, notes and letters that the player has to
read him or herself to find out what is said in there is also important. To solve puzzles, the
player actually needs to read theses passages and apply them. Thus, in this case, the game
uses exactly the same narrative techniques as Doyle in the videogame to draw the player’s
attention by inserting secondary pieces of text.
The video games individually have different aspects of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s
stories as well. First of all, Versus is a story of Sherlock Holmes investigating the murders by
Jack the Ripper. The emphasis in the story is on Whitechapel, one of the poorest
neighborhoods in London around 1900. The story of Sherlock Holmes and Jack the Ripper is
one that has been imagined by filmmakers and by novelists before7, but the video game poses
7

In 1979, Michael Dibdin wrote in The Last Sherlock Holmes Story, and in 2009, a short comic story called
Repercussions was released. In 1965, A Study in Terror was released as a film and in 1979 Murder by Decree.
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a new original story. As Sherlock Holmes’s original stories are mostly concerned with the
London’s lower class, or the combination of lower and upper class, Jack the Ripper indeed fits
very well into this universe. Smaller details can also be found in the storyline, such as the
portrayal of Holmes’s character. For example, when Watson asks Holmes to play the violin,
Holmes refuses because he is not in the mood (Versus), which aligns with the relationship
between Watson and Holmes in the novels, and Watson’s description of Holmes wherein he
says that “[w]hen left to himself, […] [Holmes] would seldom produce any music or attempt
any recognized air” (Study in Scarlet 12), but when Watson would ask, he would sometimes
play complicated pieces. Furthermore, Holmes’s tendency of acting illogically, for example to
run errands for people, not to go into the police station right away when asked to, and not set
out to the crime scene right away to investigate it after the murder, but taking his time
(Versus), reflect his behavior in the novels:
I had imagined that Sherlock Holmes would at once have hurried into the house and
plunged into a study of the mystery. Nothing appeared to be further from his intention.
With an air of nonchalance which, under the circumstances, seemed to me to border
upon affectation, he lounged up and down the pavement, and gazed vacantly at the
ground, the sky, the opposite houses and the line of railings. (Study in Scarlet 16)
However, as calm as Holmes appears at times, the videogame also includes passages where
Holmes is locked in his room for days on end, just like in the novels (Study in Scarlet 12),
dealing with his anxieties.
In Testament many aspects of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle can be found as well. The
videogame actually poses the mystery as an account of John Watson: three children are in an
attic and find Watson’s account of the story and read it aloud to each other. This turns from
audio narration into visual when the kid’s voice and image disappear, and Watson’s voice and
image appears, thus, making him the narrator of the story in general. Even though later on, the
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game focuses on Holmes’s and Watson’s interaction with each other as opposed to an aural
telling of the story. The lower class theme is reflected here as well, for example in the fact
that a rich man hired lower class people to poison someone for him, after which the poor
people stole the victim’s shoes because they needed new ones. Holmes’s character comes
back clearly into the game as well. The main plot of the game includes Holmes working
consequently outside the law, and gaining a worse and worse reputation, after which even
Watson starts to doubt his methods, which, in the novels, he always seems to agree upon
(‘The Adventure of Charles Augustus Milverton’, 501-502). In the novels, it is inherent to
Holmes to gain information form strange people and to work behind the backs of official
inspectors (Study in Scarlet 32-33, 55; ‘The Adventure of Charles Augustus Milverton’, 502).
In the game, this becomes a problematic issue, thus taking Holmes’s initial character traits
and posing them as potentially problematic. The videogame could be that story in which
Holmes almost went too far. Holmes’s appearance in both games is also one that appears to be
taken mostly from the original narratives than from later adaptations. Hutcheon argues that
videogames actually offer a better way of depicting novels than film, because they do not rely
on actors and can simply construct a character according to the original narrative (Hutcheon
51). In both videogames the depiction of Holmes seems very true to his description of the
novel, as he indeed has “sharp” and “piercing” eyes, a “thin, hawk-like nose” and a chin with
the “prominence and squareness which mark the man of determination” (A Study in Scarlet
10; figure 4.1). A funny addition the gameplay in Testament is that the player gets to play
Toby, Watson’s dog, whose depiction, just like in the novel, appears to be quite similar
(figure 4.2), as Toby also proves to be “an ugly, long-haired, lop-eared creature, half spaniel
and half lurcher, brownand-white in color, with a very clumsy waddling gait” (The Sign of the
Four 87) and a “queer mongrel, with a most amazing power of scent” (86). Even though both
videogames do not exhibit exactly the same aspects inherent to Sherlock Holmes, neither do
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all the stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Especially in his later works, Doyle does not use or
narrate all the aspects unless they are necessary to the plot, this is for example evident in ‘The
Red-Headed League’, ‘The “Gloria Scott”’, or ‘Silver Blaze’, where no violin is mentioned,
or neither is Watson’s dog mentioned. The rule of presenting aspects for a reason is
something Doyle applies in the stories, but it also indicates that whenever something is
absent, it simply means it was not necessary to the plot. Both the videogames do not seem to
have actively changed much about the original Sherlock Holmes in order to adapt to their new
media form, they simply left some aspects out due to inefficiency in the plot.
However, although the videogames encompass a striking similarity to the original
depictions of Sherlock Holmes, both videogames struggle with the fact that they are an
adaptation and can therefore never fully grasp the same essence as the original texts.
However, critics have argued that there is no such thing as a proper intermedial adaptation
(Hutcheon 35-38), because one medium always loses the typical aspects of the original. Linda
Hutcheon argues that
it is when adaptations make the move across modes of engagement and thus across
media, especially in the most common shift, […] that they find themselves most
enmeshed in the intricacies of the medium-specificity debates; so too when works are
adapted from either print or performance to interactive media, with their multiple
sensory and semiotic channels. (35)
By going from text to videogame, many aspects are changed. In fact, the typical experience
gained from reading a text, cannot be properly translated into another medium, simply
because they are not texts. Online texts have even been argued not to have the same
experience as printed texts (Barwell 415). Hutcheon argues that each medium “has at its
disposal different means of expression—media and genres—and so can aim at and achieve
certain things better than others” (Hutcheon 24). Even though an intermedial adaptation
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cannot possibly reach the same experience as the original, it can adhere to the original story,
concept and characters. Media scholar Henry Jenkins argued that videogames are simply
another medium for transmedia storytelling (‘Transmedia Storytelling’ 1) wherein there is no
“ur-text” where all the necessary information can be taken from (‘Transmedia Storytelling
101’), but rather a set of media on the same subject. This is especially the case when speaking
of adapting a story by Sherlock Holmes. Whenever someone speaks of Sherlock Holmes, they
never refer to just one story, they refer to the entire concept that is Sherlock Holmes. In fact,
on the web site of The Sherlock Holmes Museum, visitors are encouraged to write their own
Sherlock Holmes story to add to their fan collection, indicating how apparently easy it is to
write a Sherlock Holmes story (The Sherlock Holmes Museum). The Sherlock Holmes stories
are not one continuous storyline, but rather episodes of Watson and Holmes’s life. In general,
Sherlock Holmes has become more of a general concept than a story written by Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle. The personas of Holmes and Watson have surpassed their original stories in
such a way that people can say “Elementary!” (‘The Crooked Man’, 353) whenever a mystery
is solved, without having ever read any of the novels or seen any of the movies. It could be
constituted that a good intermedial adaptation of Sherlock Holmes is one that remains faithful
to the original concept, but at the same time uses the specificity of its medium to be original.
Derek Attridge explains in The Singularity of Literature that originality “is to create
something that marks a significant departure from the norms of the cultural matrix within
which it is produced and received” (Attridge 35). Therefore, the videogames could be original
within the spectrum of videogames, but most importantly, they can be original within the
spectrum of being an adaptation of Sherlock Holmes. Attridge says that
[a]fter the creation and reception of an original work, the cultural field is different;
some old possibilities have disappeared and some new ones have been born. […]
This explains why the history of Western art evinces very few retrograde
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movements, in which original work A creates the possibilities out of which original
work B grows, and then work C is originated without taking any account of B,
emerging instead of the earlier changes constituted by A. Much more common is the
sequence A-B-C, in which any reference C makes to A is colored by the changes in
cultural conditions introduced by B. (Attridge 36-37)
Attridge’s scheme about originality can be adjusted to fit the idea of different adaptations.
Most videogames based on novels, like Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s stone, The Lord of
the Rings: Battle for Middle-Earth, or Blade Runner, are based on a film adaptation of that
novel, thus honoring Attridge’s A-B-C sequence. The original stories of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle make the video games possible. Looking at Attridge’s scheme of originality, Doyle’s
stories are A, the earliest movies, stories and the museums inspired on Holmes are B, and the
video games are C. As videogames employ the video and audio aspect that is typical from
film, in a sense, videogames could not have existed without film. The Sherlock Holmes
videogames take the idea, narrative, depiction and general themes from Doyle’s Sherlock
Holmes, but nevertheless employ visual aspects taken from other media, for example the
design of Holmes and Watson’s apartment, Baker Street 221b is clearly based on the designs
that are found in the Sherlock Holmes Museum (figure 4.1, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4), and in some
cases are even inspired by the narratives of previous adaptations, as was the case with Jack the
Ripper8. The aspects that distinguish videogames in general from film, literature and other
media, and that in turn can make them original adaptations of the text, are, as Janet Murray
argues, interactivity and gameplay, and spatiality (Murray 71). Adhering to Murray’s
immersion theory, the spatiality and interactivity of videogames allow the player to “not only
[suspend] her disbelief, but in fact actively [create] belief in the fiction of the experience”
(Murray qtd. in Bizzocchi and Tanenbaum 9). This “process of genuine immersion is
8

Other Sherlock Holmes adaptations featuring Jack the Ripper are: Michael Dibdin’s The Last Sherlock Holmes
Story from 1979. 1965, A Study in Terror was released as a film and in 1979 Murder by Decree.
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supported by the exercise of a powerful imaginative and creative faculty” (Bizzocchi and
Tanenbaum 9). Thus, Testament and Versus may struggle with being an intermedial
adaptation, the aspect they add to the original stories is the one inherent to videogames:
immersion.
In both videogames, the spatial aspect is well done not just in the sense of depicting
London around the turn of the Twentieth Century, but also in depicting how Sherlock
Holmes’s work would be done, thus moving through the space of Sherlock Holmes’s work.
Brenda Laurel argues in her book Computers as Theatre, that videogames are a natural result
of the “capacity to represent action in which the humans could participate” (Laurel qtd. in
‘Videogames of the Oppressed’), thus showing that videogames offer a virtual world in which
the audience can participate in another medium, like theatre. Especially in Versus, the
spatiality is a very good addition to the Sherlock Holmes universe. The player spends most of
his or her time walking around in Whitechapel, a poor neighborhood in London, to collect
clues to solve the mystery of Jack the Ripper9. The immersion into the neighborhood is
something that is not evident in Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s stories. Except for descriptions of
environments surrounding the crime scene or characters, there is no real option to walk
around in this environment and the whole area. In addition, these depictions of Whitechapel
appear to have been based on actual photographs and illustrations from Whitechapel during
the murders of Jack the Ripper, even including St. Mary’s church (figure 1.4 and 2.5).
Although they are not entirely the same depictions, the general idea and the same raw and
horrid depiction as in the pictures is simulated (figure 1 and 2). The ability to walk around in a
place that actually existed is something that immerses the reader further into the story than the
novels are able to. Additionally, the depiction of the environment in Testament of London
1888, in which the player visits local areas during the industrial age, illustrates how poor
9

Of course the title of the game gives away who the murderer is, this is something the characters in the
videogame do not know. However, even if the characters knew the name, this would be of no real significance,
as neither the player nor the characters would know where the murderer is.
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London was during that time. Additionally, the spatiality found in both videogames that
encourages the player to immerse him or herself into the story, is the ability to walk around on
the crime scene and to closely investigate everything in an area. In Testament, for example,
the player has to investigate the murder of a Bishop who has been tortured to death, and has to
walk around the crime scene searching for clues. The immersion into this crime scene, and
every tiny detail of it, leads the player into the mind of Sherlock Holmes, but also into the
depths of his profession. Instead of listening to Holmes’s descriptions of what has happened
in this room, the player moves around in the room, clicking what he or she thinks is important
to solve the crime. Not only does the player get to see what exactly happened where in the
room by investigating it, it brings a more real sense to see the exact size of the murder
weapons and the exact distance from the victim to the door.
Both videogames also add to the original story by their interactivity and, with this, also
the gameplay. J. Yellowlees Douglas and Andrew Hargadon agree with Janet Murray in their
article ‘The pleasures of immersion and engagement: schemas, scripts and the fifth business’,
and argue that schemas help the audience to enjoy a work (Douglas and Hargadon 154-156).
In reflection of videogame to film, Hutcheon states that “[m]ovies are good at action; they’re
not good at reflective thought or conceptual thinking. They’re good for immediate stimulus”
(Hutcheon 57). The Sherlock Holmes videogames require reflective thought and conceptual
thinking because they encourage the player to use their brains to solve the crime. In the case
of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes stories, the audience expects an investigation
into a crime, wherein they are led through the facts and given all the clues, and rely on
Holmes to put them together to catch the criminal. In both games the puzzles allow the reader
to participate in the solving of the crime. Even though some puzzles are less connected to the
plot, many of them have a clear use in the game later. Perhaps the most interesting aspect is
the finding of clues and the deduction board. The graphics when the player has to find clues is
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exceptionally detailed. An example of this is the very first mystery in Testament, where the
player has to find out who stole a pearl necklace. The player is examining the room as Holmes
and has to look at, for example, a circle in the glass of the window, where someone attempted
to escape, or has to inspect music scores lying on the ground, only to find a strange handshaped spot of mud on them (figure 3.1). These spots are not found by Holmes unless the
player clicks them, which encourages the player to think10. Another example is the
investigation of the corpses. In Versus, probably due to commerciality, the body has been
replaced with a drawing that the player has to investigate. In Testament, however, the player
has to investigate bodies that have been mangled and tortured into great detail (figure 3.3).
The latter gives more insight into the actual practices of a detective like Holmes and how it
sometimes entails having a very strong stomach. However, in Versus, the drawing of the body
is still accurate enough to show how a detective would work (figure 3.2). In Versus, Holmes
and Watson even engage in a simulated struggle to see how the victim was exactly strangled,
and thus, gaining insight into how the crime happened (figure 3.4). The player here has to
participate in discovering how the murder happened with comments by Holmes. However, the
best example of interactivity is the deduction board that occurs in both games. Watson has a
very useful deduction board in which he combines all the clues and the statements said by him
and Holmes to come to a conclusion (figure 3.5 and 3.6). It is the task of the player to make
the right conclusion from these clues. Although the player is not completely left in the dark,
as the conclusions turn green when they are correct, this is a test of how well the player paid
attention to the clues, interrogations of the subjects, and the conversation between Holmes and
Watson. Although the player is encouraged to stay focused when solving the mystery, the
added conversations and notebooks, that can be viewed when opening the main menu, aid the
10

Puzzle videogames encourage players to actively search for clues. However, sometimes these clues are more
obvious than other times. Some players in videogames such as Myst get frustrated after spending some time
trying to figure out where a clue is and this often results in the player frantically clicking every piece in the
environment that could possibly have a clue. In the case of the Sherlock Holmes videogames, however, the
player can use Holmes’s sixth sense ability, which reveals where there are clues around the area.
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player in case he or she missed something in the story. Thus, on top of being faithful to the
novels, the videogames make the reader more immersed into the story by interactivity and
spatiality.
To conclude, The Testament of Sherlock Holmes and Sherlock Holmes versus Jack the
Ripper can be considered a suitable intermedial continuation of the Sherlock Holmes genre
created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. First of all, because the medium of videogames can have
a distinct narrative engine that allows them to convey a story just like a text or a film. This
special engine of videogames consists out of the story, but is also incorporated into the
visuality, spatiality, interactivity and gameplay. In both videogames, the typical aspects that
make a Sherlock Holmes story are translated into this narrative engine of videogames.
Although, as intermedial adaptations, the videogames struggle with conveying the original
text into another medium, it can be argued that they succeed in this by having a high
authenticity to the original stories, and at the same time are original in using the specific
qualities of their medium, spatiality, interactivity and gameplay, to create another level to the
original stories; immersion. In addition, it can be argued that the Sherlock Holmes stories by
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle do not constitute one continuous story, but rather small episodes of
Sherlock Holmes’s life, which makes it easy to capture the general concept of Sherlock
Holmes as opposed to staying faithful to a set text. All of this makes the videogames good
adaptations of the original stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, because they adhere to key
aspects of the original narratives, but at the same time offer new insights into the narratives
with their medium-specific qualities, thus taking the player to a whole new level of
immersion.
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Figure 1.1

APPENDIX
Figure 1.2

By Gustave Doré: Whitechapel - a shady place: 1872 By Le Journal Illustre: The Discovery of the 10th victim:
1893.
Figure 1.3

By John Galt: The Levy Brothers Jewish Bakery, Whitechapel: c.1900-1907
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Figure 1.4

By John Galt: St Mary's Church, Whitechapel: c.1900-1907
All images taken from: http://www.museumoflondonprints.com
Figure 2.1

From Sherlock Holmes versus Jack the Ripper, 2009.
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Figure 2.2

From Sherlock Holmes versus Jack the Ripper, 2009.
Figure 2.3

From Sherlock Holmes versus Jack the Ripper, 2009.
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Figure 2.4

From Sherlock Holmes versus Jack the Ripper, 2009.
Figure 2.5

From Sherlock Holmes versus Jack the Ripper, 2009.
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Figure 3.1

From The Testament of Sherlock Holmes, 2012.
Figure 3.2

From Sherlock Holmes versus Jack the Ripper, 2009.
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Figure 3.3

From The Testament of Sherlock Holmes, 2012.
Figure 3.4

From Sherlock Holmes versus Jack the Ripper, 2009.
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Figure 3.5

From The Testament of Sherlock Holmes, 2012.
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Figure 3.6

From Sherlock Holmes versus Jack the Ripper, 2009.
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Figure 4.1

From Sherlock Holmes versus Jack the Ripper, 2009.
Figure 4.2

From The Testament of Sherlock Holmes, 2012.
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Figure 5.1

From Sherlock Holmes versus Jack the Ripper, 2009.
Figure 5.2

From Sherlock Holmes versus Jack the Ripper, 2009.
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Figure 5.3

Photo by Patty from Flickr (http://www.flickr.com/people/archangeli/)
Figure 5.4

Picture by Jason H from Flickr (http://www.flickr.com/people/herojh/)
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